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Introduction

Infant feeding apps (IF apps) are mobile applications designed to facilitate the feeding and care of children in their first year of life (i.e. infancy). They commonly include ‘baby-tracking’ features that promote the recording and tracking of basic caring activities like feeding, nappy changes and sleep, with some including informational support, like breastfeeding education (Dienelt et al., 2019). Infant feeding apps continue to be extremely popular, with apps like Feed Baby being downloaded millions of times (Feed Baby, n.d.), making them important mediators of how early parenthood is experienced and practiced.

Previous studies have considered infant feeding or baby-tracking apps as part of a wider ecology of mobile applications designed to manage reproductive health, such as period trackers, fertility and pregnancy apps (Lupton, 2017). Research on IF apps to-date has explored how care and surveillance become entangled in digitally mediated tracking-as-care regimes that surveil and discipline women’s bodies specifically (Thornham, 2019); these issues also relate to broader trends around the datafication of family life (Barassi, 2020), which can produce valuable data-streams that contribute to surveillance capitalism (Zuboff, 2015).

What this study does

Similar to Livingstone’s recent critique of media research approaches to datafication (2019), this study contends that a persistent focus on critical perspectives on parenting apps, and their (more or less perceived) power to discipline users into contributing to their own surveillance and datafication, disproportionately constructs users as disempowered, and lacking agency. Yet, aspects of app design that may support “resistance, reappropriation and disruption” (Thornham, 2019), remain under-researched.

This paper is a work-in-progress that explores how contemporary parenthood is constructed and mediated through the functionalities and technological design of infant

feeding apps. It aims to strike a balance between critical feminist analysis and the identification of opportunities for user resistance, agency and empowerment.

**Methodology**

The app walkthrough method (Light et al., 2018) was employed to facilitate a close examination of Australian IF apps *Feed Baby* and *mum2mum*. This method incorporates an exploration of an app’s environment of expected use, encourages the researcher to mimic everyday use while remaining aware of elements of the interface that shape the flow and experience of app use, and examines digital traces of users (e.g. user reviews) to shed light on unexpected uses. It thereby provides insights into developers’ agendas and socio-cultural influences that become embedded in technological design, and provides clues on the user experience.

**Initial Findings**

As its name suggests, *mum2mum*, published by the Australian Breastfeeding Association (ABA), specifically targets mothers as users. Similar to the international La Leche League, the ABA’s organisational goals are to promote peer-to-peer support and breastfeeding education, to increase women’s self-efficacy in breastfeeding, and their agency in health decision making, thereby countering the medicalisation of infant feeding (Jamieson, 2012); these goals are evident in *mum2mum*’s design.

Recording functions (feeds, nappies, sleep) are provided, but their use is discouraged, and visual and discursive elements of the app foreground the importance of the mother-infant-bond, through the inclusion of highly affective visual depictions of infant feeding. In an online community of like-minded mothers, these images can indicate a mutual recognition and acknowledgement of the specificity of women’s embodied experience of motherhood (Van Cleaf, 2020). Yet, these framings also naturalise women into the primary caregiving role based on their biology, and the app’s informational material promotes a baby-led parenting philosophy that may alienate mothers who do not relate to this self-sacrificial maternal subjectivity.

Compared to other IF apps however, *mum2mum* may fill a niche for mothers who align with a mothering philosophy that promotes a re-valuation of women’s embodied experience over the reduction of relational practices, like infant feeding, to numerical values.

In contrast to *mum2mum*’s focus on embodiment, *Feed Baby* provides tools to “track every aspect of your newborn baby” (Feed Baby, n.d.), by enabling the daily recording of infant caring practices, and their tracking over time, without providing other instructive parenting support. Tracking is enabled through a reduction of infant caring activities to quantities and durations.

These reductions are common in IF apps, and support the kinds of tracking-as-care regimes criticised by Thornham (2019), that can contribute to the surveillance and disciplining of mothers in perinatal public health contexts (Lee, 2018). Third party access (e.g. health professionals, advertisers) to the information recorded in IF apps
can contribute to the normalisation of the unnecessary surveillance and disciplining of female bodies. However, Feed Baby collects minimal personal information and allows parents control over who to share recorded data with, providing opportunities for empowerment. Parents’ own experiential knowledge of the context of data collection, together with the ability to control access to records of babies’ routines, can facilitate power-sharing in interactions with health-professionals (Stern, 2012), as well as making parents feel more in control during a period of their lives that is often experienced as overwhelming (Lupton, 2017).

Conclusion

The findings highlighted above indicate that infant feeding apps can be very diverse in design, warranting exploration as a distinct category of tools within the range of reproductive health apps available.

Even the heavily-gendered mum2mum provides opportunities for empowerment, through its maternalist approach to infant feeding and care, by providing an alternative to IF apps focussed on quantification.

*Feed Baby*, despite its focus on quantification and tracking, also holds empowering potential, by enabling a greater sense of control throughout a chaotic life-stage, as long as parents can remain the gatekeepers of the recorded information.

However, similar to the feminist critiques mentioned earlier, these findings are rather techno-deterministic; a deeper exploration of users’ perspectives (e.g. inclusion of user interviews), is necessary to provide more meaningful insights into different contexts of app use, and how it mediates parents’ lived experience and practice of contemporary parenthood.
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